In January 2013, Opera Bracelets designed an exclusive charm bracelet for the Met Opera Shop. The bracelet celebrated Wagner’s Ring Cycle and was available for purchase for the Metropolitan Opera’s Spring 2013 Le Page Ring Cycles and beyond. Composed of gold glass beads and glass pearls, the bracelet featured eight charms symbolic of moments and characters from the Ring Operas:

- Mermaid- Rhinemaidens
- Castle- Valhalla
- Tree- Wintersturme duet
- Viking helmet- Ride of the Valkyries
- Sword-Nothung
- Dragon- Fafner
- Interlinked hearts- Siegfried and Brunnhilde
- ...and the Ring itself

In spring of 2013, the Met Opera Shop requested the design of a special bracelet that would represent the new productions of the Metropolitan Opera’s 2013-2014 Season. Charms represented each opera and music note charms finished the bracelet composed of silver crystals, fire polished beads and glass pearls.

- Bat - Die Fledermaus
- Love note - Eugene Onegin
- Oak leaf - Falstaff
- Heart - Werther
- Crown – Prince Igor
- @ -Two Boys

Opera Bracelets…Helping passionate fun-loving opera fans celebrate their favorite works with meaningful handmade jewelry. Remember the Moment.